
SAVA 1021 Smart AV converterSAVA 1021 Smart AV converter
AV to HDMIAV to HDMI

Article number (SKU) 8310213
Colour ANTHRACITE METAL.

Connects old and new connectionsConnects old and new connections
The SAVA 1021 makes it easy to connect existing video sources
with an RCA or SCART output to an HDTV or projector with an
HDMI input.

Connect old and new devices to each other withConnect old and new devices to each other with
the smart solutions from Vogel'sthe smart solutions from Vogel's

Are the connections on your AV equipment incompatible with
each other? But is your equipment not yet in need of
replacement, or is vintage equipment your style? The smart
solutions from Vogel's are the answer. The SAVA series consists
of products that can be used to connect or expand (older)
devices with new technologies. For example, wireless
connections can be enabled or analogue connections can
be converted to digital. Get more enjoyment from your
valuable AV equipment and make it compatible!

The Quality SignatureThe Quality Signature

When you purchase one of Vogel's SAVA products, you are
always guaranteed quality and innovation. Smart and
sustainable products that do what they are supposed to do.
As part of Vogel's 'Quality Signature', you can always count on:
reliability, design, innovation, ease of use and ease of
installation.
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SpecificationsSpecifications
Product specificationsProduct specifications
Product type number SAVA 1021
Article number (SKU) 8310213
Colour ANTHRACITE METAL.
EAN single box 8712285339646
Guarantee 2 years
Guarantee on Electrical
Parts

2 years
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